TOOBS

$10.00

TOOBS are all-in-one sets including several miniature figures focused on a theme, with packaging that serves as a re-usable portable storage case with a latching top and carry handle. These mini toy sets are great for vacations and trips, dioramas and school projects, or sand tray therapy and other open-ended play exercises.
Hatch’ems
Just add water and watch as the egg gradually cracks open over a period of 48 hrs. to reveal a figure that grows to over 3 times its original size!

3” Dinosaur     $5.00     3” Snake       $5.00
“5 Ginormous Dinosaur   $8.00
TMM Souvenir Pouch with Assorted Polished Stones  $5.00

- 3” x 4” pouch stamped with “Texas Memorial Museum” in gold letters
- Filled with various colors and sizes of polished stones
- Choose pouch color: Green, Yellow, Brown, Natural

Gold Dino Globe  $7.00

Vials  $3.00

- Gold
- Silver
- Copper
- Chalcopyrite